
Economics 101A
Problem Set Number 3

Due: Thursday Sept 22 in class
NOTE: Midterm #1 is September 29

1. The market for milk in California is in equilibrium at price p0.  A lobby group of dairy farmers
proposes to set up a subsidy program to increase milk consumption by 10%.  If the elasticities of
supply and demand are 1.0 and !1.5, respectively, how big a subsidy (as a fraction of p0) is
needed?

2.  In some industries producers have to buy “quota rights” in order to legally sell output.  For
example, taxi drivers in some cities need to have a medallion: the number of such medallions is
limited but they are bought and sold on an open market.  In January 2010 the average price of
NYC taxi medallions was $583,000.   For purposes of this question we will assume that a seller
needs one “unit” of quota rights to sell one unit of output in a given period.

a) Draw a supply-demand diagram and show how the price of a unit of quota rights is
determined, when the total quota available is less than the equilibrium (free market) quantity that
would prevail.  

b) Consider what happens when a previously unregulated industry has a quota system imposed. 
Assume the total units of quota available equal 90% of the pre-regulation quantity (x0) Suppose
the elasticities of supply and demand are 0.333 and !0.667, respectively.  What increase in
consumer prices will occur (as a fraction of the pre-regulation price p0)?  What will be the value
of a unit of quota rights (as a fraction of the pre-regulation price p0)? 

c) Suppose a unit of quota rights allows the producer to sell a unit of output each year indefinitely
into the future.  How does your answer to part b) change?

3.  Suppose that oil is sold on the world market at price pw, and is also produced domestically by
a competitive industry.  Assume that pw does not depend on the amount consumed domestically,
and that initially, domestic suppliers produce one-half of total domestic consumption (so one-half
is imported).  A per unit tax t is imposed on domestic oil consumption.  Assuming the elasticities
of supply and demand are 1 and !0.5, respectively, give predictions for the changes in domestic
production and consumption, and the change in the price paid by domestic consumers for oil.

4.  A consumer has preferences over consumption (C) and leisure (L) of the form:
U(C,L) = (C-a)" L1!" ,

where C, and L are in units per week, and a is the minimum feasible consumption in a week.

a) Suppose the worker has $y of non-labor income, has a maximum time of T per week, and
faces an hourly wage of $w.  Find the optimal choices of C and L, and the uncompensated labor
supply function h(w,y).   If T were to increase by 1 hour, by how much would H go up?

b) find the expenditure function and the compensated labor supply function hc(w,u). 
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